In this paper we explore the level structure, the optical excitation modes and the dynamics of a mixed Stark manifold of very high Rydberg states ͑with principal quantum numbers nϭ80 -250͒ of large molecules, e.g., 1,4 diaza bicyclo ͓2,2,2͔ octane ͑DABCO͒ and bis ͑benzene͒ chromium ͑BBC͒ ͓U. Even, R. D. Levine, and R. Bersohn, J. Phys. Chem. 98, 3472 ͑1994͔͒ and of autoionizing Rydbergs of atoms ͓F. Merkt, J. Chem. Phys. 100, 2623 ͑1994͔͒, interrogated by time-resolved zero-electron kinetic energy ͑ZEKE͒ spectroscopy. We pursue the formal analogy between the level structure, accessibility and decay of very high Rydbergs in an external weak ͑FӍ0.1 -1 V cm Ϫ1 ͒ electric field and intramolecular ͑interstate and intrastate͒ relaxation in a bound molecular level structure. The onset nϭn M of the strong mixing ͑in an external field F and in the field exerted by static ions͒ of a doorway state, which is characterized by a low azimuthal quantum number l, a finite quantum defect ␦, and a total nonradiative width ⌫ s Ӎ⌫ 0 /n 3 , with the inactive high l manifold is specified by n M Ӎ80.6␦
. At nуn M the level structure and dynamics are characterized by the product ␥, where is the density of states and ␥ϭ⌫ s D(n) is the average decay width of the eigenstates, with the dilution factor D(n)Ϸn Ϫ2 for (lm l ) mixing and D(n)Ӎn Ϫ1 for (l) mixing, whereupon ␥ϭ(⌫ 0 /4␦R)(n M /n) 5 , being independent of D(n). The sparse level structure is realized for ␥Ӷ1, while the dense level structure prevails for ␥Ͼ1, resulting in two limiting situations; ͑a͒ a dense limit for nуn M and a sparse limit for nӷn M , and ͑b͒ a sparse limit for all nуn M . The experimental information currently available on the decay dynamics of molecular ͑DABCO and BBC͒ and atomic ͑Ar͒ Rydbergs for nуn M corresponds to case ͑b͒. The time-resolved dynamics was characterized in terms of the excited state total population probability P(t) and the population probability I(t) of the doorway state. P(t), which is interrogated by time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy, will exhibit for both the sparse and dense level structures and for all excitation conditions a superposition of exponential temporal decay terms with an average lifetime of ϳប/␥. I(t) can be used to interrogate coherence effects, which in case ͑b͒ are manifested in quantum beats, while case ͑a͒ corresponds to a giant resonance with a molecular time characterized by the reciprocal energetic spread of the Stark manifold. The experimental data for the onset of strong mixing and for the diluted lifetimes ͓ប/⌫ s D(n) with D(n)ϳn Ϫ1 ͔ of the high Rydbergs (nϳ100 -200) of BBC and of DABCO are in accord with the predictions of the theory for the limit of strong (l) mixing. While strong mixing is realized for F ϭFn 5 /3.4ϫ10
9 ␦Ͼ1, we expect that for the weak mixing regime (F Ͻ1) the dynamics of ultrahigh Rydbergs will be characterized by two distinct ͑ϳns and ϳs͒ time scales. Finally, we emphasize the universality of the model, which provides a unified description of the level structure and dynamics of high Rydbergs of molecules and of autoionizing atoms. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
I. HIGH RYDBERGS AND ZEKE RYDBERGS
During the development of the theory of intramolecular coupling and dynamics in isolated molecules 1,2 it was recognized [2] [3] [4] that the internal conversion rates of low ͑n ϭ3 -5, where n is the principal quantum number͒ Rydberg states of aromatic molecules ͑as inferred from line broadening 4 ͒ are considerably slower ͑i.e., by 1-2 orders of magnitude͒ than those of the intravalence electronic excitations in the same energy domain. The decay channels of low Rydbergs of large aromatic molecules involve both ''nonreactive'' internal conversion, with a partial width ⌫ IC , which is dominated by the Rydberg→S n ϩ →S 1 ϩ relaxation 5 ͑where ϩ denotes high vibrational excitations͒, and possibly also ''reactive'' predissociation channels with a partial width ⌫ D . Quantitative data on Lorentzian line broadening of Rydberg states of benzene explored by two-photon spectroscopy for the nR g series, nϭ3 -7 ͓with total widths ⌫(n)ϭ80 cm
Ϫ1
for nϭ3 and ⌫(n)Ͻ8 cm Ϫ1 for nϭ6͔, 6 and by one-photon jet spectroscopy for the 3R u ͓with a total width ⌫͑3͒ϭ34 cm Ϫ1 ͔, 7 reveal that the lifetimes (n) of these Rydbergs are (n)ϭប/⌫(n), where
increase superlinearly with increasing the principal quantum number n. The well known n Ϫ3 scaling law, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which was originally developed for vibrational ͑⌫ VA ͒ and rotational ͑⌫ RA ͒ autoionization [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] whose widths are ⌫ VA ϰn Ϫ3 and ⌫ RA ϰn Ϫ3 , is also applicable to predissociation, 14 i.e., ⌫ D (n)ϰn Ϫ3 , and for internal conversion 15 with ⌫ IC (n)ϰn Ϫ3 . One expects that the total width of a molecular Rydberg, Eq. ͑1.1͒, is where ⌫ 0 is a numerical constant. The energies of the Rydberg states, which are characterized by the lifetimes ͑1.1͒-͑1.3͒, are
where R is the Rydberg constant, IP is the ionization potential, and ␦ l is the quantum defect ͑which depends on the azimuthal quantum number l͒. Equations ͑1.2͒ and ͑1.3͒ are approximate as they do not include interchannel mixing. 11, 13 Nevertheless these relations serve as a useful overall description. Even, Levine, and Bersohn 15 have reported the lifetimes ͑obtained from line broadening͒ of a long Rydberg series of large molecules, i.e., nϭ10 -30 of bis͑benzene͒ chrominum ͑BBC͒ ͓where ⌫(n)ϭ⌫ IC (n)ϩ⌫ D (n)͔, and nϭ11 -40 of the vibrationally excited 1,4 diaza bicyclo ͓2,2,2͔ octane ͑DABCO͒ ͓where ⌫(n)ϭ⌫ VA (n)ϩ⌫ IC (n)ϩ⌫ D (n)͔, demonstrating that a scaling law, i.e., (n)ϰn ␣ and ⌫(n)ϰn Ϫ␣ , is well obeyed ͑with ␣ϭ2.6Ϯ0.2͒, being close to the n 3 scaling inferred from the approximate relations ͑1.2͒ and ͑1.3͒. This significant quantification of the overall decay dynamics of molecular Rydbergs (nϽ40) in conjunction with the n 3 scaling law, allows for estimates of the lifetime of a very high ͑e.g., nϭ100͒ Rydberg to be ͑100͒ϳ5 ns. This prediction is not borne out by recent experiments 15-18,19͑e͒,19͑f͒ using zero-electron kinetic energy ͑ZEKE͒ spectroscopy. 19, 20 The application of time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy 15-18,19͑e͒,19͑f͒ to interrogate the lifetimes of ultrahigh (nӍ80 -250) molecular and atomic Rydberg states ͑which will be referred to as ZEKE Rydbergs͒ provided the following novel information on the experimental front: 21 pointed out that the lifetimes of these states are considerably longer than expected on the basis of n 3 scaling for the predissociative p series of NO. ͑2͒ The lifetime lengthening of molecular ZEKE Rydbergs.
͑1͒
The lifetimes of the ZEKE Rydbergs (nϳ80 -250) of large molecules 15-18,19͑e͒,19͑f͒,21-23 are longer by several ͑2-4͒ orders of magnitude than those expected on the basis of the n 3 scaling relations. Even, Levine, and Bersohn 15 have established that the lifetimes of ZEKE Rydbergs (nտ80) of BBC and of DABCO are longer by 2-3 orders of magnitude than those expected on the basis of Eq. ͑1.3͒, exhibiting a dramatic break in the (n) vs n relation between the lower (nϭ10 -50) Rydbergs interrogated by energy-resolved line broadening and the high (nϭ80 -250) Rydbergs explored by time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy. The lifetimes Z (n) of ZEKE Rydbergs can be empirically expressed by
where D(n) ͑Ӷ1͒ is a dilution factor. The accurate n dependence of D(n) cannot be yet determined, but the experimental data 15 indicate that D(n)ϰn Ϫ␤ with ␤ϭ1-2.
͑3͒ The universality of the lifetime lengthening of ZEKE Rydbergs. The lengthening effect is manifested for internal conversion, predissociation and autoionization in large molecules, [15] [16] [17] [18] for predissociation in diatomic molecules [21] [22] [23] and for autoionization in atoms.
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͑4͒
The independence of Z (n) on the external pressure. 16, 18 ͑5͒ The dependence of Z (n) on the laser fluence.
18
͑6͒
The reduction of D(n) for NO predissociation 23 and for the autoionization of Ar ͑Ref. 24͒ by the increase of a homogeneous dc electric field.
II. MODELS FOR THE LIFETIMES OF ZEKE RYDBERGS
The fascinating novel characteristics of ZEKE Rydbergs triggered interesting theoretical activity, which falls within the framework of two models.
͑a͒ The Rydberg electron-core rotation model. Levine, Rabani, and Even 15, 25, 26 have proposed that for ZEKE Rydbergs all the intramolecular decay channels considered above are switched off and Rydberg-core rotation coupling dominated the dynamics, inducing ''down'' ͑''up''͒ relaxation to lower ͑higher͒ Rydbergs. 15, 26 Weak electric fields reduce the frequency of the close encounter of the Rydberg electron with the core, resulting in the retardation of the electronic-rotational energy exchange. 25, 26 From the point of view of general methodology, the switching off of all the intramolecular decay channels implies new physical features, e.g., the breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer separability for the relevant ultrahigh Rydbergs. [15] [16] [17] 25, 26 Such a picture seems to be incompatible with the general characteristics of low l molecular Rydberg states, for which photoabsorption, electron-core interaction and intramolecular dynamics are manifested in the spatial region close to the nucleus ͑range A in Fano's terminology 27, 28 ͒, where the potential and kinetic energies of the Rydberg election exceed the molecular vibrational and rotational energies. Accordingly, ultrahigh n low l states are expected to undergo ''conventional'' intramolecular relaxation in range A, and an ''inverse'' Born-Oppenheimer separation 15, 25, 26 is not warranted. Furthermore, in analogy to the theory of intramolecular dynamics, 1,29-32 the characterization of nonstationary ZEKE Rydbergs, which undergo rotational-induced relaxation ͑treated classically͒, 15, 25, 26 requires further elucidation. From the experimental point of view this model is applicable only for molecules and not for multichannel atoms, being apparently incompatible with the experimental observation ͑3͒. The further pursuit of this approach will be of interest. ͑b͒ The (l,m l ) Stark splitting and mixing model. Chupka proposed 21, 22 that the Stark splitting and mixing of all the l ZEKE Rydbergs ͑with a fixed n͒ is induced by very weak stray fields inevitably present in the system 33 or/and by the weak dc background electric field ͑ϳ0.1-1 V/cm͒ in the experimental ZEKE setup. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] This Stark mixing spreads the low l ͑ϭ0-2͒
Rydberg wave function, which is active in absorption and intramolecular relaxation, among all the manifolds of the n states. A ''democratic'' admixture of the active low l state͑s͒ results in an amplitude of ϳn Ϫ1/2 in each eigenstate, 21, 22, 33, 34 as originally proposed by Bordas et al. 34 in their study of electric field hindered vibrational autoionization. Accordingly, for the intramolecular decay channels D(n)ϰn Ϫ1 . Furthermore, Chupka 21, 22 suggested that collisional interactions with neutrals and with ions could induce m l mixing, resulting in a manifold of n 2 states with D(n)ϰn Ϫ2 . Merkt and Zare 33 have modified Chupka's model 21, 22 replacing the collisional m l mixing ͓which seems to be incompatible with observation ͑4͔͒ by perturbations exerted by long-range electric fields of the static ions ͓in accord with observation ͑5͔͒.
The Stark splitting and mixing model 21, 22, 33, 34 considers the decay of a single eigenstate ͑or a small number of eigenstates͒, which is ͑are͒ optically selected from a dense manifold of eigenstates formed by (l,m l ) mixing. This problem bears a close analogy to the intramolecular dynamics in isolated small [30] [31] [32] 35 and large [30] [31] [32] 36 molecules, where interstate mixing is induced by nonadiabatic or/and spin-orbit coupling, 1 while intrastate mixing is induced by anharmonic and Coriolis interactions. 37, 38 In this paper we explore the consequences of the optical excitation process and the relation between the decay and the level structure within the dense mixed Stark manifold. We shall consider the dynamics of the dense mixed Stark manifold of high Rydbergs excited by a weak optical pulse, incorporating two new aspects, which pertain to the decay characteristics of the molecular eigenstates and excitation modes.
͑a͒ The relation between the widths ͑reciprocal lifetimes͒ of the mixed eigenstates and the mean level spacing, which provides two limiting cases, i.e., the dense limit of overlapping resonances and the sparse limit of wellseparated resonances. These limits bear a close analogy to the statistical limit and to the ''small molecule'' limit in intramolecular dynamics. 1, [30] [31] [32] 38 ͑b͒ Optical excitation modes induced by a weak electromagnetic field of a variable temporal coherence length. The distinct response of the dense and sparse level structures will be considered.
The present note will attempt to elucidate the following interesting issues pertaining to the dynamics of the dense Stark manifold of many-electron atoms and of molecules.
͑1͒
The determination of the domain of n values where the lifetime of the doorway state can be determined. ͑2͒ The determination of the range of n values where isolated, nonoverlapping, mixed eigenstates can be optically excited. In this sparse domain the lengthening effect of the lifetime, i.e., the dilution of the lifetime of the doorway-exit state, will be exhibited. ͑3͒ The identification of systems where the dense limit of mixed states can be realized over a narrow n domain, where the lifetime is determined by the width of the distribution.
͑4͒
The characterization of the response of the dense and sparse level structures to the optical excitation mode. The interrogation of the total population probability of the Rydberg manifold will result in a superposition of exponential temporal decay terms. In the exploration of the population probability of the doorway state wave packet dynamics internal dephasing and quantum beat phenomena 37 will be exhibited in the sparse limit, while the decay of a giant resonance 26, 28 will be manifested in the dense limit.
III. RYDBERG LEVEL STRUCTURE
A Rydberg state of a molecule or multichannel atom interrogated by ZEKE spectroscopy corresponds to n in the range ϳ80-250. For a single n in a zero electric field, the doorway state͑s͒ 1, 26, 28 for optical excitation from the ground state and the escape state͑s͒ 26, 28 for intramolecular radiationless decay ͑predissociation, internal conversion, vibrational autoionization͒ correspond to a small number of l,m l states with low value͑s͒ of l ͑0-2͒. For the sake of simplicity we shall represent the doorway state͑s͒ ͉s͘ by a single state ͓characterized by a low value͑s͒ of lϭl s and mϭm s ͔ with the energy E s ϭIPϪR/(nϪ␦) 2 and the total nonradiative decay width ⌫ s ϵ⌫(n), Eqs. ͑1.1͒ and ͑1.2͒, i.e., ⌫ s ϭ⌫ 0 /n 3 . At zero field this state is separated from the degenerate hydrogenic manifold of (n 2 Ϫ1) high l,m l states (lϾl s ) with the energies E l ϭIPϪR/n 2 and decay widths ⌫ l ϭ0, which are not optically accessible from the ground state ͑Fig. 1͒. In the presence of a weak ͑Fϳ1 V/cm͒ homogeneous electric field F, and of the inhomogeneous electric field exerted by the ions, 33 33 The n 2 xn 2 effective Hamiltonian Eq. ͑3.1͒ can be diagonalized by a complex orthogonal transformation, resulting in the independently decaying levels 31, 32, 39 of the system
where a s
, where E j are the energy levels and ␥ j the decay rates of the molecular eigenstates. ͑From now on we shall set បϭ1 in all our equations.͒ In what follows we shall consider some limiting situations of the decaying level structure.
͑1͒
The ''isolated'' doorway state ͑Fig. 1͒. The E s resonance at Fϭ0 is well separated in energy from the E l manifold ͑Fig. 1͒. When the very weak electric field is increased, the ͉s͘ state will undergo a quadratic Stark shift, while the ͕͉l,m l ͖͘ manifold will undergo a linear Stark mixing and splitting. 40 The physical situation of an ''isolated'' ͉s͘ will be realized when the zero-field splitting
where ⌬W is the energetic spread of the Stark manifold of the (n
͑where F is expressed in V cm Ϫ1 ͒. Accordingly, when FϽ3.4ϫ10 9 ␦/n 5 the mixing of ͉s͘ with the ͕͉l,m l ͖͘ manifold is weak and the doorway state retains its identity. Under these conditions ͑see Fig. 1͒ the resonance width ⌫ s of the isolated doorway state can be interrogated by optical spectroscopy. The experimental spectroscopic studies of Even et al. 15 on the vibrationally autoionizing Rydberg states of DABCO ͑␦ϭ0.4͒, which were conducted in weak electric fields ͑Fр1 V/cm͒, allow for studies of the linewidth ⌫ s for nϽ67. In fact, isolated Rydberg resonances were observed by Even et al. 15 up to nӍ52. However, this upper limit for the observation of the isolated low l Rydbergs is not intrinsic, being limited by the experimental conditions. ͑2͒ The strong mixing of the doorway state with the ͕͉l,m l ͖͘ manifold. This situation will be realized when the energetic spread ⌬W/2 exceeds the zero-field splitting 2␦R/n 3 . When ͉E s ϪE l ͉Ͻ⌬W/2 ͑Fig. 1͒, the doorway state strongly mixes with the hydrogenic higher l manifold. This situation will be realized when
͑3.4͒
Condition ͑3.4͒ for effective mixing is expected to be applicable for the Rydberg manifold of molecules and of many-electron atoms. The lower limit n M for the n values for strong mixing is specified by
where n 1 ϭ80.5␦ 1/5 . In Table I we present the n 1 data for the Rydberg manifolds of the DABCO and BBC molecules 15 as well as for the autoionizing s and d series of the rare-gas atoms. 41, 42 In the domain nуn M the energetics and dynamics of the system will be dominated by the strong mixing of the doorway state among the split and mixed (l,m l ) levels. The diagonalization of the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. ͑3.1͒, will result in J molecular states in the energy domain ⌬W, being characterized by the individual decay widths ␥ j . The width ⌫ s of the doorway state is then diluted among the molecular eigenstates. The dilution factor D(n) will be approximated by a coarse grained quantity with an equal contribution to all the eigenstates, i.e., D(n)ϭ1/J, so that the decay widths of the individual molecular eigenstates ␥Ӎ␥ j ͑all j͒ will be given by ␥Ϸ⌫ s D͑n͒.
͑3.5͒
These averaged decay widths are determined by the nature of the dilution. In the absence of perturbing ions ͑Vϭ0͒, a homogeneous field results in Stark (l) splitting, so that D(n) Ӎ1/n and ␥Ӎ⌫ s /n. In the case of (l,m l ) mixing, 
␥Ӷ1. ͑3.7b͒
From Eqs. ͑3.5͒ and ͑3.6͒ we infer that ␥ϭ⌫ s /⌬W, whereupon the dense limit can be realized when ⌫ s /⌬WϾ1, while the sparse limit prevails when ⌫ s /⌬WӶ1. We note that these conditions are independent of D(n). Equations ͑1.1͒ and ͑3.3͒ result in ⌫ s /⌬Wϭ0.86ϫ10 9 ⌫ 0 /RFn 5 .
͑3.8͒
The magnitude of the parameter ⌫ s /⌬W, in conjunction with the merging condition, determines the level structure. At the onset of merging, i.e., for nϭn M , Eq. ͑3.8͒ results in ␥ϭ⌫ 0 /4␦R; nϭn M .
͑3.9͒
We note that ␥ at nϭn M is independent of n M and of the external field strength. For nϾn M we have
which decreases as n Ϫ5 and is proportional to F. From this analysis we conclude that ͑a͒ n M , which provides the signature of the onset of strong level mixing, is independent of D(n), being essentially identical for both (l) and for (l,m l ) mixing. ͑b͒ The parameter ␥ at nϭn M , which determines the level structure of the mixed states, is determined by the ratio ⌫ 0 /4␦R, being independent of n M . ͑c͒ The parameter ␥ at nϾn M decreases as n Ϫ5 with increasing n. ͑d͒ The parameters n M and ␥ are independent of D(n), being invariant with respect to the mixing mechanism, i.e., being identical for (l) mixing and for (l,m l ) mixing. The partial width ␥, Eq. ͑3.5͒, is, of course, determined by the mixing mechanism. ͑e͒ The energetic spread ⌬W, Eq. ͑3.3͒, of the mixed states is essentially unrelated to the intrinsic resonance width ⌫ s .
͑f͒ Regarding the external electric field dependence of the relevant parameters, we note that n M ϰF Ϫ1/5 and ⌬WϰF, ␥(nϭn M ) is independent of F, while ␥(nϾn M )ϰF Ϫ1 . ͑g͒ In the vicinity of nտn M the level structure can correspond either to the dense limit ͓case ͑a͔͒ or to the sparse limit ͓case ͑b͔͒. For nӷn M the level structure always corresponds to the sparse limit. ͑h͒ The interrogation of the mixed Rydberg level structure ͑in the domain nуn M ͒ by time-resolved or energyresolved experiments will not result in the total resonance width ⌫ s . Rather, the relevant energetic ͑i.e., lifetime͒ parameters which emerge from the analysis of the total population of the Rydberg manifold correspond to ␥. The exploration of the population of the doorway state will result in ␥ for the sparse limit or in ⌬W ͑and ⌫ s ͒ for the dense limit ͑Sec. IV͒.
From the foregoing general analysis we infer that the level structure of strongly mixed atomic and molecular high ZEKE Rydbergs can correspond to the following two limiting situations:
͑a͒ A dense limit for nϭn M changing to the sparse limit for nӷn M . This physical situation is realized when ⌫ 0 /4␦RϾ1. ͑b͒ A sparse limit for all n(уn M ), i.e., ⌫ 0 /4␦RϽ1.
From the values of ␥ ͑at nϭn M ͒ estimated for the molecular Rydberg series of DABCO and BBC, 15 and for the autoionization of s and d Rydbergs of some rare-gas atoms ͑Table I͒ we infer that of Ne, which corresponds to case ͑a͒. For a typical field of Fϭ1 V/cm, we expect the dense limit to prevail from nϭn 1 ϭ35 ͑Table I͒, up to nӍ50, while the sparse limit sets in for nϾ70. ͑6͒ Both the sparse and the dense mixed Rydberg level structures can be realized under realistic physical conditions.
IV. LIFETIMES AND DECAY MODES OF A STRONGLY MIXED RYDBERG MANIFOLD
We are concerned with the optical excitation to and the decay of a congested level structure of a single high n(уn M ) Rydberg manifold subjected to (l,m l ) or to (l) mixing, a problem which is analogous to the theory of time-resolved photon scattering from excited molecular states. [30] [31] [32] The issues we would like to address are ͑1͒ Under what conditions will the diluted lifetime, Eq.
͑1.5͒, be exhibited? ͑2͒ What are the observable decay modes for distinct ͑dense or sparse͒ level structures under different optical excitation conditions?
The strongly mixed and split Rydberg manifold will be excited by a weak electromagnetic light pulse which is characterized by an electromagnetic field ⑀(t) ϭ⑀ 0 exp(iĒ t) exp(Ϫ͉t͉/ p ), and the autocorrelation function is ͗⑀ *(t)⑀(0) ͘ϭ͉͗⑀ (0) , and the laser pulse is not uncertainty limited with phase and energy laser fluctuations spanning the energy range ⌬ p ϭ0.1 -0.5 cm
Ϫ1
. For ps and fs lasers ⌬ p Ӎ1 -500 cm
, the laser pulse being uncertainty limited with 1/ p Ӎ⌬ p . Now, the ͉s͘ state constitutes the doorway state for optical excitation from the ground state ͉g͘ and the time evolution of the system is monitored.
To make contact with the experimental real-life situation, we consider two experimental observables ͑Appendix͒.
͑a͒ The excited-state total population probability P(t).
This corresponds to the time-dependent population of the entire Rydberg manifold. P(t) is interrogated by time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] by the application of the extracting pulsed electric field at the delay time t after the optical laser field. ͑b͒ The population probability I(t) of the doorway state ͉s͘. I(t) represents the time-dependent population of the low angular momentum state͑s͒ ͉s͘, which is ͑are͒ active in absorption. In principle, I(t) could be monitored by time-resolved fluorescence [30] [31] [32] to the ground state, however, the extremely low oscillator strengths ͑and extremely long radiative lifetimes, i.e., ϰn 3 ͒ of high Rydbergs preclude this approach. I(t) can be experimentally interrogated by the subsequent photoionization of the Rydberg manifold, with the doorway state being also the active state for ionization. In this Rydberg photoionization experiment a second ionizing light pulse should be applied at the delay time t after the exciting optical laser pulse.
The excited-state population probability P(t) is interrogated by the novel method of time-resolved ZEKE spectroscopy. 15-18,19͑e͒,19͑f͒ The excited-state population probability ͑apart from proportionality constraints͒ is obtained ͑see Appendix͒ from Eqs. ͑A4͒, ͑A8͒, and ͑A9͒ in the form
where the coefficients a j (s) are given from Eq. ͑3.2͒, the functions f j (x) are given by Eq. ͑A9͒, while E j and ␥ j are the energies and decay widths of the molecular eigenstates, respectively. Let us consider first P(t) for a sparse level structure, i.e., ␥ j Ӷ ͉E j Ϫ E j Ј ͉ for all j and jЈ. Under these circumstances the photoselection of a single molecular state j can be realized when
The decay will be then of the approximate form P(t)ϰ exp(Ϫ␥ j t). Next, we consider the excitation of several molecular eigenstates when ⌬WϾ⌬ p ӷ␥ j . Under these circumstances a wave packet of several eigenstates is initially excited. The total population probability consists of several decay terms
where
P(t) in Eq. ͑4.3͒ corresponds to the sum of decaying exponentials, with lifetimes ␥ j , while the amplitudes ͉B j ͉ 2 are determined by the excitation coefficients ͉a s ( j) ͉ 2 weighted by the Lorentzian line shape of the excitation pulse. Finally, we consider the broad-band excitation when ⌬ p ӷ⌬W, and the entire sparse manifold is excited by the ''white'' light pulse, which in this case is ͗⑀(0)⑀(t)͘ϭ␦(t). The population probability is then
exhibiting a superposition of decaying exponentials for all times t. Next, we turn to P(t) for the dense level structure, i.e., ␥ j Ͼ͉E j ϪE jϮ1 ͉ for all j. This limit corresponds to case ͑a͒ for nуn M . For overlapping resonances, the excitation of a single eigenstate cannot be accomplished. 1, [30] [31] [32] A wave packet of overlapping eigenstates can be excited. When ⌬WϾ⌬ p ӷ␥ j , a wave packet of several overlapping resonances is excited. The total population probability for the dense limit is given by Eqs. ͑4.3͒ and ͑4.4͒. For the broadband excitation of the dense level structure, i.e., ⌬ p ӷW, P(t) is given by Eq. ͑4.5͒.
From this analysis of the population probabilities three conclusions emerge. First, the only difference between the sparse and dense level structures is that the photoselection of a single molecular eigenstate is possible only in the sparse limit. Second, the total population probabilities for the dynamics of partial or of coherent wave packets are identical for the sparse and the dense limits. Thus both in the sparse limit ͑for ⌬ p Ͼ ͉E j Ϫ E j Ј ͉͒, and in the dense limit, P(t) is obtained in terms of a superposition of decaying exponentials. Third, the time-dependence of the excited state population probability for both the sparse and the dense level structures and under all excitation conditions, contains only a superposition of exponential decay terms and does not contain interference terms, i.e., temporal quantum beats. As is known from the theory of intramolecular dynamics, [30] [31] [32] 39 the total decay probability involves only direct exponential decay terms, while quantum beats can be manifested by decay of a specific wave packet of states ͑i.e., a subspace of the discrete Hilbert space͒, such as the decay of the doorway state.
As all the available experimental information on the dynamics of high Rydbergs emerges from time-resolved ZEKE experiments, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ͒ that ⌬Wϭ0.13 cm Ϫ1 for n M ϭ100 and that ⌬Wϭ0.033 cm Ϫ1 for n M ϭ50. We infer that for a conventional ns laser ͑⌬ p Ӎ0.1 -0.5 cm Ϫ1 ͒ ⌬ p Ͼ⌬W, so that broad-band excitation will be accomplished under ns excitation. The population decay pattern is expected to be given by Eq. ͑4.6͒. On the basis of general coarse graining arguments we expect that for strong mixing the averaged reciprocal lifetimes will be ͗␥ j ͘Ӎ⌫ s D(n) with D(n) being in the range 1/n ͑for l mixing͒ to 1/n 2 ͑for lm l mixing͒. Of course, the decay will not be strictly exponential and will involve a superposition of exponentials, reflecting some homogeneous distribution of the decay times.
Complementary information on the decay dynamics and coherence effects will emerge from the population probability I(t) of the doorway state ͉s͘. The interrogation of I(t) by photoionization of the Rydberg manifold for high (nӍ80 -250) states constitutes an experimental challenge, which was not yet undertaken. Such an approach was already utilized to probe temporal coherence, i.e., quantum beats in the time evolution of a wave packet of bound atomic Rydbergs. 43, 44 Accordingly, the exploration of I(t) is of interest. Equations ͑A6͒, ͑A8͒, and ͑A9͒ result in the explicit expression
͑4.6͒
where the coefficients a s ( j) are given by Eq. ͑3.2͒, and f j (x) is defined by Eq. ͑A9͒. As is well known, [30] [31] [32] 
I(t) contains a direct term ( jϭ jЈ) and oscillatory terms ( j jЈ).
Consider I(t) for a sparse level structure. The photoselection of a single molecular eigenstate will be realized under condition ͑4.2͒. The decay will be of the approximate form I(t)ϰexp(Ϫ␥ j t), being of the same form as P(t) for this physical situation. More interesting is the excitation of several molecular eigenstates. Equation ͑4.6͒ consists now of several direct terms and of oscillatory interference terms
where B j is given by Eq. ͑4.4͒. The single sum in Eq. ͑4.7͒ corresponds to a sum of decaying exponentials, as for P(t), Eq. ͑4.3͒. The interference term manifests temporal oscillations with frequencies ប/(E j Ϫ E j Ј ) of the optically accessible states. Finally, we consider broad band excitation of the sparse manifold, i.e., ⌬ p ӷ⌬W. The doorway state population probability is
For the short time domain (⌬ p ) Ϫ1 Ͻt and tՇ(⌬W/J) Ϫ1 Ӷ␥ j Ϫ1 , which corresponds to the recurrence relation, 1 the decay mode being I s (t)ϭexp(Ϫt⌬W). For long times tӷ(⌬W/J) Ϫ1 , exceeding the recurrence time, the interference terms in Eq. ͑4.4͒ vanish and the molecular eigenstates will exhibit an independent decay of the form I L (t)Ӎ ͚ j ͉a j (s) ͉ 4 exp(Ϫ␥ j t), corresponding to a superposition of decaying exponentials, analogous to P(t), Eq. ͑4.5͒. The ratio between the amplitude of the decay modes of the coherent component and of the long component is I s (0)/I L (0)Ӎ1/J. Thus the interrogation of I s (t) for the total manifold is of minor physical interest. What will be of considerable interest is the conduction of photon echo or FID decay experiments to monitor the coherence decay of the manifold. 37, 38 Of considerable interest in the population probability of the doorway state is the second limit of the dense level structure, i.e., ␥ j Ͼ͉E j ϪE jϮ1 ͉ for all j. This limit corresponds to case ͑a͒ for nуn M . For overlapping resonances, the excitation of a single molecular eigenstate cannot be accomplished. 1, [30] [31] [32] This physical situation for I(t) is analogous to photon scattering from a giant resonance 32 of width ⌬W ͑with ⌬Wӷ⌫ s ͒ and a central energy E 0 with the population probability being of the form [30] [31] [32] I͑t͒ϰexp͑Ϫt⌬W ͒ϩexp͑ Ϫt⌬ p ͒ϩexp͓i͑ E 0 ϪĒ ͒t͔
͑4.9͒
The time evolution, Eq. ͑4.9͒, consists of a ''molecular'' decay characterized by a decay time ϳប(⌬W) Ϫ1 of the pulse decay and an interference term. The only ''molecular'' lifetime corresponds to ប(⌬W) Ϫ1 , which can be also explored by ps or fs excitation in conjunction with the interrogation of coherent optical effects, e.g., photon echoes or free-induction decay. 37, 38 A possible victim for the exploration of this novel domain for I(t) may involve the mixing of the autoionizing d series of Ne. From this analysis we conclude that the interrogation of I(t) will provide a distinction between the sparse and the dense level structure of high Rydbergs.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our analysis of the novel features [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] of the dynamics of extremely high Rydbergs pursues a formal analogy between relaxation phenomena in a bound level structure originating from intramolecular ͑interstate and intrastate͒ coupling and from the mixing of the l components of a high Rydberg in external electric field͑s͒. The basic physical picture of coupling and dynamics in a bound level structure formally rests on the partition of the Hilbert space into the relevant discrete level structure and the continuum ͑or quasicontinuum͒ decay channels, together with the characterization of the accessibility conditions ͑via excitation͒ of the former subspace. It is also applicable for the description of the dynamics of the ZEKE Rydbergs, which is characterized by the following features: ͑a͒ The relevant discrete level structure consists of a low l state͑s͒ and a hydrogenic manifold of high l. ͑b͒ The few low l state͑s͒ constitute the doorway state͑s͒ for excitation. ͑c͒ The low l state͑s͒ are coupled to decay channels, i.e., internal conversion, predissociation and/or vibrational autoionization for molecular Rydbergs and atomic spin-orbit autoionization for atomic Rydbergs. ͑d͒ The discrete subspace is mixed via ͑H STARK ϩV͒ in Eq. ͑3.1͒. The nature of the coupling and structure of the effective Hamiltonian differs, of course, for intramolecular coupling and for the electric field induced high-Rydberg mixing. While the ͑imaginary͒ decay contribution Ϫi⌫ s /2 to H eff , Eq. ͑3.1͒, is identical for both cases, the nature and details of the couplings are qualitatively different. For intramolecular ͑interstate and intrastate͒ coupling the doorway state couples in parallel to the entire background manifold and the individual relevant coupling terms are of comparable magnitude. [29] [30] [31] [32] 35 On the other hand, the electric field induced coupling between the zero-order Rydbergs, due to H STARK in Eq. ͑3.1͒, is 40 ͑i͒ sequential, with lϪ(lϮ1) nonvanishing matrix elements, and ͑ii͒ hierarchial, with the sequential matrix elements decreasing with increasing l, being proportional to n 2 for low l and being proportional to n for high l. This qualitative difference between intramolecular and Stark coupling also results in a difference in the mixed level structure. For intramolecular coupling the doorway state is usually located within the energy domain of the background manifold and mixed with it. [29] [30] [31] [32] 35 On the other hand, when field induced mixing of Rydbergs with increasing F is accomplished at a constant n, the doorway state does not energetically overlap the Stark split inactive manifold, but rather approaches it from its low energy range. This problem is analogous to the coupling of a discrete zero-order state with a manifold, which is bound from below. 45 Strong mixing is then accomplished when condition ͑3.4͒ is fulfilled. This physical situation of the doorway state ''approaching the manifold from below'' is clearly demonstrated for the energetics in the atlas maps of the Stark levels 46 of the nϭ15 atomic Rydbergs of alkali atoms, e.g., Figs. 6 -8 of Ref. 46 . These Stark spectra 46 beautifully demonstrate the mixing of the doorway state, with the onset of strong mixing of the 15p (mϭ0) doorway state ͓with ␦ϭ0.05 ͑Ref. 45͔͒ into the nϭ15 manifold being realized at FϾ250 V/cm, with this value of F being in accord with Eq. ͑3.4͒. This transparent physical situation is realized for a low quantum defect ͑␦Ӷ0.5͒, when the mixing between neighboring different n manifolds is negligible. Of course, the bound alkali Rydberg spectra 46 pertain solely to the energetics and the oscillator strength of the mixed level structure and do not provide any dynamic information, which is the central theme of the present study.
When field-induced Rydberg strong mixing has been accomplished, the gross physical features of intramolecular dynamics and the dynamics of the ͑strongly mixed͒ Rydberg level structure bear a close analogy. In particular, our distinction between the sparse and dense level structures for the energetics and dynamics of high Rydbergs is analogous to the small molecule limit and the statistical limit, respectively, for intramolecular dynamics. [30] [31] [32] 35, 36 From the experimental point of view all the information currently available on the decay dynamics of molecular 15-18,19͑e͒,19͑f͒,21,22 and atomic 24 ZEKE Rydbergs in weak ͑Fϳ0.1 -5 V cm
Ϫ1
͒ external fields corresponds to the sparse limit.
Our analysis of the novel features of the level structure and dynamics of high Rydbergs focused on the strong mixing situation, with F being determined by condition ͑3.4͒, i.e., FϾ3.4ϫ10 9 ␦/n 3 . Our treatment has been limited to a mixing with a single n manifold, which is realized for ⌬W/2ϽR/n 3 , i.e., FϽ1.7ϫ10 9 /n 5 . When the latter condition is violated, mixing of several n manifolds will occur. However, this effect will not modify the gross features of the level structure and dynamics for strong mixing. In this situation we were able to ͑1͒ Characterize the dilution effect of the doorway state on the lifetimes of the strongly mixed Rydberg manifold, with the coarse grained average decay rate being ͗␥͘Ӎ⌫ s D(n) ͓D(n)Ӷ1, being ϳn Ϫ1 for (l) mixing and ϳn Ϫ2 for (lm l ) mixing͔, in accord with the interpretation originally proposed by Bordas et al. 34 by Chupka, 21, 22 and by Merkt and Zare. 33 What is new in our analysis is the advancement of the theoretical framework for a detailed calculation of the level structure ͑Sec. III͒ and the dynamics ͑Secs. III and IV͒. Making contact with real-life situations, we note the experimental data for the DABCO and BBC high Rydbergs, 15 which exhibit long ZEKE lifetimes for nϾ100 for BBC and nϾ63 for DABCO, where for nӍ100, D(n)ϳ10
Ϫ2
for BBC and D(n)Ӎ3ϫ10 Ϫ3 for DABCO. These experimental results are consistent with the n 1 data presented in Table I and with the rough estimate of D(n) for (l) mixing. Accordingly, under the experimental conditions of ZEKE spectroscopy with a dc field in the range FӍ1 V cm Ϫ1 , which was employed by Even et al., 15 the strong (l) mixing situation is realized. ͑2͒ Provide a new and useful classification of the strongly mixed Rydberg level structure in terms of the distinct sparse and dense level structures. ͑3͒ Specify the decay modes of the total population decay P(t) and of the decay of the doorway state I(t). P(t) is expected to involve a superposition of exponentials for both the sparse and dense level structures and for all excitation modes. The interrogation of I(t) will result in the possibility of the observation of quantum beats in the decay of a few molecular eigenstates in the sparse limit and the observation of a giant resonance in the dense limit. ͑4͒ Assert a ''universality'' principle for the unified description of the level structure and dynamics of high Rydbergs of molecules and of autoionizing atoms.
The strong mixing situation constitutes an important limiting case for the understanding of the level structure and the dynamics of high Rydbergs. This strong mixing limit does not set up abruptly. Rather, we expect that a gradual enhancement of the mixing of the doorway state ͉s͘ with the inactive ͕͉l,m l ͖͘ manifold will occur with increasing F. It will be useful to provide a qualitative description of the evolution of the field-induced mixing, limiting ourselves to the case of (l) mixing. Taking a single doorway state as ͉s͘ϭ͉l s ϭ0, m l ϭ0͘ we have to consider sequential and hierarchial coupling to and within the inactive manifold ͕͉l,m l ϭ0͖͘. It will also be useful to specify the electric field, which induces the coupling, in terms of reduced units. Guided by Eq. ͑3.4͒ we scale the electric field in the useful form
͑5.1͒
For F ϭ0 the truly isolated ͉s͘ resonance is characterized by the lifetime s ϭប/⌫ s ϭបn 3 /⌫ 0 . The level mixing at a finite F is characterized by the parameters ␦, n, and F , which determine the mixing coefficients a s ( j) in Eq. ͑3.2͒, which are obtained from the diagonalization of H eff Eq. ͑3.1͒. With increasing F the doorway state ͉s͘ starts shifting and mixing towards the inactive ͉l͘ manifold, approaching it from below. 46 Thus for a single n manifold, with 0Ͻ␦͑mod1͒Ӷ0.5, the lowest energy eigenstate, which we denote by ͉ jϭ1͘ in Eq. ͑3.2͒, with the mixing coefficient a s (1) , has a parentage in ͉s͘. For this ͉ jϭ1͘ eigenstate ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 →1 for F →0. The weight ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 of the doorway state in the special ͉ jϭ1͘ eigenstate will constitute an important parameter for the characterization of the decay dynamics.
For very low ͑reduced͒ electric fields, i.e., F Ͻ1, weak mixing already sets in. Without alluding to detailed calculations, two distinct time scales are expected to be exhibited in this weak mixing regime.
͑i͒ A short lifetime,
͑where s is on the ns time scale for an nϳ100 doorway Rydberg and so will be SHORT ͒. With increasing F (Ͻ1) ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 decreases and we expect SHORT to increase ͑on the ϳ1-10 ns time scale͒.
͑ii͒ A broad distribution of long lifetimes. A very crude approximation provides an average value of
for these long lifetimes. In the weak mixing regime, we take for the sake of a rough estimate ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 Ӎ0.95 -0.90, resulting in ͗ LONG ͘Ӎ(10 -20)n s , which for nϭ100 is in the s time domain. With increasing F , ͗ LONG ͘ decreases, due to the decrease of ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 . The total population probability in the weak mixing regime is approximately given by the superposition of the contributions from ranges ͑i͒ and ͑ii͒, in the form
͑5.4͒
Although this relation does not do justice to the broad distribution of lifetimes in range ͑ii͒, it nicely demonstrates the separation of time scales in the weak mixing regime where ͉a s ͉ 2 Շ0.1.
With the increase of F above F Ͼ1 we expect that in range ͑i͒, SHORT increases ͑towards n s ͒ and the amplitude ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 of the short component decreases, while in range ͑ii͒ the average diluted value of ͗ LONG ͘ tends towards n s . The strong mixing limit is realized for F Ͼ1 with ͉a s (1) ͉ 2 →1/n, SHORT , ͗ LONG ͘→n s . Then the contribution of range ͑i͒ to P(t), Eq. ͑5.2͒, becomes small and indistinguishable from that of range ͑ii͒, which provides the dominating contribution to P(t) with the mean lifetime s /D(n). This heuristic, but physical, description predicts that ͑1͒ Two distinct ͑ϳns and ϳs͒ time scales for the dynamics for F Ͻ1 will be exhibited. ͑2͒ The lengthening of the short ͑ns͒ temporal decay component with increasing F is expected for F Ͻ1. ͑3͒ A broad distribution of long lifetimes with the average value of Ӎ(10 -20)n s , i.e., in the s time domain, is expected for F Ͻ1. ͑4͒ The long lifetimes exhibit a broad distribution. ͑5͒ The average long lifetime decreases with increasing F . ͑6͒ Coalescence of the lifetimes towards the mean diluted lifetime s D(n) occurs in the strong mixing limit (F Ͼ1), which constitutes the central theme of the present paper.
These predictions for the novel and rich dynamics in the weak mixing (F Ͻ1) domain provide guidelines for the understanding of experimental data. In particular, our analysis provides clues for ͑a͒ The possibility of observation of extremely long ͑ϳ a few s͒ lifetimes of ZEKE Rydbergs. 19͑f͒ ͑b͒ Pronounced nonexponentiality of the long-time decay of ZEKE Rydbergs. 15,17,18,19͑e͒,19͑f͒ ͑c͒ The dramatic ͑two to three orders of magnitude͒ break in the Rydberg lifetimes vs n ͑Ref. 15͒ which corresponds to the ''transition'' from range ͑i͒ to range ͑ii͒, occurs at nӍn M (F ϳ1), when the contribution of range ͑ii͒ to the decay dynamics becomes dominant.
The central prediction for the occurrence of two distinct time scales for the dynamics of Rydbergs (F Ͻ1) was not yet verified experimentally. Our analysis calls for the extension of the time-resolved ZEKE technique into the time domain of 1-10 ns.
The picture of the ''transition'' from the weak mixing regime (F Ͻ1) to the strong mixing limit (F Ͼ1) has to be extended to include additional effects.
͑1͒ Mixing of several n manifolds. We have considered a single n manifold, when the quantum defect is sufficiently low to preclude the mixing of several n manifolds, i.e., F Ͻ1/2␦. For larger values of ␦ ͑ϳ0.3-0.5͒, the mixing of several doorway states and of several n manifolds will be significant and the physical picture for the level structure and dynamics in the strong mixing limit will be qualitatively modified.
͑2͒ Multichannel mixing. Our simple picture, which rests on a single doorway state and a single escape ͑decaying͒ state, has to be modified. Several low l states (lϭ0 -3), each characterized by a distinct quantum defect and decay width, have to be incorporated in the effective Hamiltonian, Eq. ͑3.1͒. In some cases the decay matrix in i⌫/2 is nondiagonal. The doorway state͑s͒ are determined by the specific, e.g., one-photon or two-photon excitation conditions. Our physical picture for the level structure and dynamics of high Rydbergs considered herein is truly full of surprises, providing an exciting hunting ground for further experimental and theoretical studies.
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APPENDIX: THE TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE POPULATION OF THE RYDBERG MANIFOLD
The molecular or atomic system is characterized by the ground state ͉g͘ with the energy E g ϭ0 and the molecular eigenstates ͉ j͘, Eq. ͑3.2͒, with the complex energies E j Ϫ(i/2)␥ j . The system is driven by a ͑weak͒ electromagnetic field ⑀(t), whose autocorrelation function is ͗⑀*͑t͒⑀͑0͒͘ϭexp͑iĒ t͒exp͑Ϫ⌬ p t/2͒,
͑A1͒
where ⌬ p is the spectral width of the light pulse and Ē is the central energy of the pulse. The time dependent wave function is given in the interaction representation ⌿ ͑ t ͒ϭC g ͑ t ͉͒g͘ϩ ͚ j C j ͑ t ͒ exp͑ϪiE j t͉͒ j͘, ͑A2͒
with the time dependent amplitudes C g (t) and ͕C j (t)͖ obeying the initial conditions C g (Ϫϱ)ϭ1, and C j (Ϫϱ)ϭ0 for all j. Again we set បϭ1. We now consider the experimental dynamic observables. ͑a͒ The excited state total population probability P(t). The population probability of the entire Rydberg manifold is 
͑A6͒
To obtain explicit expressions for the population probabilities P(t), Eq. ͑A4͒, and I(t), Eq. ͑A6͒, we utilize the time dependent Schrödinger equation for the equations of motion for amplitudes ͑at the time domain 0рtЈрt͒. For weak exciting electromagnetic fields the equations of motion within the rotating wave approximation yield iĊ g ͑t͒ϭ ͚ j g j ⑀ 0 *͑t͒ exp͓i͑ϪE j ϩĒ ͒t͔C j ͑ t ͒,
where g j ϭ͗g͉ ͉ j͘ is the transition moment from ͉g͘ to ͉ j͘, and according to Eq. ͑3.2͒, g j ϭa j (s) gs . The solution of Eq. ͑A7͒ for weak fields is readily obtained by setting C g (t)ϭ1 for all t in the equations of mo- where ⑀()ϭ⑀ 0 (t) exp(iĒ t) and f j ͑ x ͒ϭexp͓ϪiE j xϪ͑␥ j /2͒x͔. ͑A9͒
Equations ͑A4͒ and ͑A6͒ together with Eqs. ͑A8͒ and ͑A9͒ provide explicit expressions for the observables. In this procedure the product of ⑀*͑͒⑀͑Ј͒ is replaced by the appropriate correlation function, Eq. ͑A1͒.
